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Dear Mr. Traversy:

Subject: Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and Bell Canada 
Part I Application to review and vary Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011703 
– MTS Allstream comments

1. MTS Inc. and Allstream Inc. (collectively, MTS Allstream) is in receipt of a 
Part I Application to review and vary Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703, Billing 
practices for wholesale residential high-speed access services (TRP 2011-703), filed 
1 March 2012 by Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and Bell 
Canada (collectively Bell), and provides the following comments.

2. In its application, Bell is asking the Commission to reinstate a number of costs that the 
Commission disallowed in TRP 2011-703 and to reduce the cost study period from 10 to 
5 years.  Failure by MTS Allstream to respond to any opinion expressed by Bell should 
not be interpreted as agreement where such interpretation would be contrary to the 
interests of MTS Allstream.

3. MTS Allstream submits that Bell’s application should be denied.  Bell has not provided 
any compelling evidence to support its request for the increase to its access rates. 
Moreover, the overall cost of the Bell residential wholesale FTTN-DSL tariff is far in 
excess of that of its peers.

4. On an end-to-end basis, Bell’s wholesale residential costs are over 40% greater than 
TELUS and nearly twice that of MTS Allstream (Table 1). 
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Access costs 
(1000)*

Capacity cost (10 
x 100 Mbps 
increments)*

Interface cost  
(1 Gb 

AHSSPI)*
Total monthly 

cost
Total cost per 
user/month

Bell 16 Mbps wholesale 
residential $24,980 $22,130 $1800 $48,910 $48.91

TELUS 15 Mbps 
wholesale residential $32,720 - $2000 $34,720 $34.72

MTS Allstream 16 Mbps 
wholesale residential $23,080 $2,810 $105.72 $25,996 $26.00
* Assumes 1000 15-16 Mbps users can be provisioned per 1 Gbps interface

5. With time, the gap will only get wider.  As per user internet usage increases over time the 
number of users per 100 Mbps capacity increment will decrease.  If we assume a 20% 
annual increase in individual traffic use1 the discrepancy between Bell’s rates and those 
of comparable ILECs will widen (Table 2 and Figure 1).  
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Users/100 
Mbps*

# of capacity 
increments 

required

# of 1 Gbps 
AHSSPIs 
required

Bell wholesale 
revenue

TELUS 
wholesale 
revenue

MTS Allstream 
wholesale 
revenue

2012 100 10 1 $48,910  $34,720  $25,996 

2013 83 12 2 $55,136  $36,720  $26,664 

2014 69 15 2 $61,775  $36,720  $27,507 

2015 58 18 2 $68,414  $36,720  $28,350 
* assumes 20% traffic increase per year per individual user
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1  TRP 2011-703, paragraph 98.



Figure 1.

6. Bell’s overall costs are similar to its peers, therefore, MTS Allstream reiterates its 8 
March 2012 comments to the Commission, requesting an amalgamated process for the 
implementation of the tariffs associated with TRP 2011-703 and 704.  

7. To achieve the principals outlined by the Commission and to ensure transparency and 
competitive neutrality in the marketplace, MTS Allstream submits that an amalgamated 
process for the implementation phase of TRP 2011-703 and 704, would allow the 
Commission and all parties to examine the cost of the various network components and 
the methodologies used to determine the tariffs and ascertain whether consistent 
approaches are being used to set capacity-based billing rates.

8. In terms of Bell’s specific requests, Phase II costing is supposed to be an estimate of 
prospective, i.e., forward-looking costs, causal to a service.  Unfortunately, much of the 
information provided by Bell is not on the public record and therefore, cannot be fully 
tested.  

9. However, taking conditioning costs for example, these costs are historic sunk costs and 
are neither forward-looking nor causal. The Commission did not err in excluding Bell’s 
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costs prior to July 2011. It is also likely that the purported occurrence rates where copper 
loops must be conditioned by removing taps, or by installing a device at the service 
demarcation point at the customer’s premises are exaggerated.

10. A copper loop is provisioned using a twisted pair of copper wires, forming an electrical 
circuit between a device on the customer’s premises, such as a telephone or modem, 
and equipment in the central office (CO).  “Tap” refers to copper wires connected to the 
twisted pair which are not a direct part of the circuit.  End tap refers to the portion of the 
twisted pair continuing down the street beyond the customer’s premises, and bridge tap 
refers to spurs between the customer’s premises and the CO, for example making the 
twisted pair accessible on another street.  

11. High-speed internet (HSI) services can tolerate a limited amount of tap, for example the 
copper wires connecting to various jacks within the customer’s premises.  If a technician 
tests the line and determines that it meets the transmission standards, any tap that 
exists is acceptable and will not be removed.  If the transmission standards are not met, 
then the technician will remove the tap.

12. Only a small portion of HSI installations will require removal of end tap.  Many copper 
loops are installed with no end tap, including loops serving medium and high density 
areas including apartment and condominium buildings and townhouse complexes.  End 
tap was also removed at time of installation for pre-encapsulated buried wire, which was 
the primary method of deploying loops in the 1980s and 1990s.  Where loops were 
provisioned with end tap, the end tap is always removed on the initial installation of HSI, 
and will never be encountered on subsequent installations to upgrade HSI.  The 
incremental time required during a visit to remove end tap should be no more than five 
minutes, since it is removed at the perimeter of the customer’s property and requires no 
travel time or referral to company records to determine location.  

13. Bridge tap is a relic of the 1970s or earlier, when companies used the “multiple plant” 
technique to make spare copper loops available for use on different streets.  By the 
1980s, companies had adopted the “dedicated plant” technique, virtually eliminating new  
deployment of bridge tap and the associated problems of echo on voice lines and 
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degraded transmission quality for internet access.  Over 30 years later, encountering a 
bridge tap should be exceedingly rare. 

14. Further, to the extent that Bell encounters bridge tap when installing HSI, the cable was 
likely placed in the 70s or earlier and has been fully depreciated and retired from service 
according to Bell’s depreciation studies and costing methodology.  Again, as the Phase II 
cost is a forward-looking estimate, it is inappropriate and illogical to include any costs 
attributable to plant that, according to Bell’s methodology, has already been replaced.  

15. Third, Bell’s application of eligible conditioning costs includes the replacement of 
terminals at the demarcation point of customer premises2 or demarcation devices, 
sometimes known as Network Interface Devices (NIDs).  Bell has been installing NIDs 
on installations and repair visits for more than twenty years, and the original justification 
for doing so was the transferal of ownership of inside wiring to customers.  The cost of 
placing these devices, even if placed during a visit to install HSI, is causal to the 
provision of primary exchange services (PES), not HSI.  In the event that the 
Commission determines it is appropriate to include NID placement as a cost causal to 
HSI, it cannot be double counted in Bell’s cost recovery for PES, and the occurrence 
rate for NID placement should be reduced going forward compared to the rates claimed 
in the past.

16. For all the above reasons, MTS Allstream submits that the Commission should deny 
Bell’s request.

Yours truly,
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for Teresa Griffin-Muir
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs

c.c.: Justin To, MTS Allstream 613-688-4507
Lynne Fancy, CRTC lynne.fancy@crtc.gc.ca
Tom Vilmansen, CRTC tom.vilmansen@crtc.gc.ca
Parties to Telecom Notice of Consultation 201177 
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